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Hebrew Mindset: 

The entire book of Matthew is written concerning the economy of Law and pertains to the economy of Law. 
The Gospel of the Kingdom of Heaven was the culmination of the Hebrew Scriptures with the covenant 
given to Israel as a nation. They were to keep the covenant and follow the Law to enjoy the benefits of being 
the nation of God. 

Under the Law, other nations and Gentile people also have the responsibility of being God-fearers and 
yielding to Israel as the nation that God has chosen. How they behave, in conjunction with how they 
treat Israel, will be weighed out to see if they will be blessed or fall under judgment. 

Matthew is not written to Gentiles, although they will be addressed in the book. The Sermon on the Mount 
is addressed to the Jewish people and to Nation Israel to tell them how to avoid judgment and wrath and 
enjoy entrance into the Kingdom of Heaven when it is established on earth.  

Introduction: 

So far in Matthew 6, we have observed how to honor God rather than desiring the honor of men under the 
illusion of being godly. 

1. Proper giving 
2. Proper prayer 
3. Forgiveness of others 
4. Proper fasting 
5. Proper focus/master 

Now in Matthew 6:25-34, we see the instruction of Jesus Christ to His disciples, within earshot of the 
people of Israel, on worry and what they should be really concerned about. 

Matthew 6:25-34 – Proper Seeking  

In this passage, Jesus begins by telling them not to be worried about food, drink, and clothing. Why? 

Because life is more than food, and the body is more than clothing. 

Two illustrations are given with admonishments, encouragements, and instruction. 

Illustrations: 

The birds of the air – birds are not farmers, nor do they save up for years to come, yet the Father 
provides for them. 

The lilies of the field – they do not clothe themselves, yet they are dressed in more splendor than even 
Solomon. 

Encouragements: 

Your Father cares more for you than birds and lilies because they are not worth more than you. 
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Admonishment: 

Stop worrying because worrying does not add anything to your life. 

You of little faith! The Father knows what you need. 

Instruction: 

Stop worrying about the trivial needs of life; rather, seek first His kingdom and His righteousness and all 
these things (food, drink, clothing) will be added to you. 

Matthew 6:25-34 – Proper Seeking (Analysis) 

Verse 25 – Jesus is giving an injunction. “Stop worrying.” 

Worry – μεριμνάω merimnaō – The root of this word means division or part. This is to have your mind 
divided. Worrying means that a person is concerned about something that one should not be concerned 
about. This word group is used 28 times, six of those instances are here and are paralleled in Luke 12. 
The other passages in Matthew are as follows: Matthew 10:16-20, 13:18-23. 

The typical person was overly concerned about the basic necessities in life and was distracted from 
God, Israel’s covenant with YHWH, and their recognition of the Messiah. 

Life – is not “zoe,” rather this is the word “psuche,” which means soul. This is not the immaterial part of 
man, because life is concerned about sustenance. So, in the Greek language, the Jewish audience would 
have understood it to mean physical existence. Their physical existence is more than food, water, and 
clothing. 

Verse 30 – After the illustration, Jesus proclaims, “You of little faith!” 

This phrase is one word, “ὀλιγόπιστος oligopistos.” This compound word uses a word that is small in 
quantity (not quality). By itself, this word is usually translated as “few.” The noun “πίστις pistis,” which 
is a noun that indicates “that which is believed,” is added. This word focuses on the information, 
doctrine, statements that are either believed or intended to be believed.  

This word is always used in regard to fear, doubt, worry, or failure in opposition to God’s 
instruction. 

Matthew 8:23-27, 14:28-33, 16:5-12  

Verse 33 – This verse is the command in contrast to worrying. 

Seek – ζητέω zēteō – look for, strive after, crave, demand 

First – πρῶτος protos – first in line or priority 

Even in the ultimate fulfillment of the covenant during the Exodus and times of Joshua, David, and 
Solomon, the people still worked; they just did worry about it. 

What they were concerned about was the kingdom of God, His truth, His light, and His promises. In 
this passage, we have the same encouragement. 
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Matthew 6:25-34 – Proper Seeking (Interpretation) 

This passage must be understood in light of the covenant of YHWH and the Messianic Kingdom offer. This 
exhortation must be regarded with respect to Jesus, Israel, the covenant, and the coming judgment with the 
promise of the kingdom. 

Matthew 4:1-4 – Man shall not live by bread alone...; Matthew 6:11 – Give for us our daily bread. 
Also, there is history that Israel should have understood. 

Deuteronomy 7:12-15, 8:2-11, 17-20 – The Israelites were provided food and water for 40 years in the 
wilderness, and their clothing did not wear out. If they would have only kept the covenant of YHWH, 
they would have never needed anything. 

Luke 12:13-32 – This is obviously a parallel passage to Matthew 6 and was probably given at a different 
time (same basic message given in a different context). Both lessons about worry are given immediately 
after the instruction not to store up treasure on earth. 

The lesson on “seek first His Kingdom” is the conclusion of all Matthew 6, especially the question of 
what is your master. Is God your master and is His desire your desire? Are earthly things your master, 
whether they be necessities or desires? 

Did the disciples experience this promise? Matthew 10:5-15; Luke 22:35 

Conclusion: 

For the Jews at this time and the time to come (Jacob’s Trouble), they would be heading into a time of 
surviving by relying on God or death. If the Jews of that time who are in Israel rely upon God during the 
Abomination of Desolation, then they will run for the mountains in Judea, and God will hide them and 
provide for them for three and a half years while Satan looks for them. 

If they are driven by their appetites and worried about their clothing, water, and some food, they may go 
back and risk being found and be killed. 

Timeless Truth: 

What do we do with this? Is there a principle to be understood? Of course! We should be people that are not 
attached to this world and its system (1 John 2:15-17; 1 Tim 6:6-10). We should use the provisions we have 
to enjoy and share with others (1 Tim 6:17-19). We should keep our focus on Christ (Col 3:1-4). 

However, we are never told to seek His Kingdom; that is for the Jews. This is not a command during the 
administration of the Church under the economy of Grace. 

If we are good Christians, are we then guaranteed food, water, and clothing from God? If we are starving 
and naked, are we being punished by God? There is nothing in the text that speaks of this during the 
economy of Grace. Who is responsible for providing for the brethren who are hungry and in need of 
clothing?  

Rom 12:6-13; 2 Cor 8:1-9; Gal 6:10; Phil 4:10-18; 1 Thes 4:9-12; James 2:8, 14-17 


